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In order to improve teaching process and be in step with time, Faculty of
Architecture Civil Engineering and Geodesy has a constant evaluation -
Selfevaluation of applied methodology of studying.

One of the most important aspects of evaluation is Studying Survey
based on which, statisticaly looking we act on correcting certain parts of
course or entire Studiyng program or process.



Surveys filled by Students (for I and II cycle)

We rely on three type of surveys:

Surveys filled by Graduated Students (for I and II cycle)

Surveys filled by Legal subjects – companies  (for I and II cycle)

Surveys filled by students and most common and important mean of
evaluation of Teaching professors and their assistants.

Through these surveys we constatly try to improve our teachers and their
metodology of teaching to adjust to the students and their needs,
because of the fast changing system of studing, especially regarding the
technological advancess.



Students are obligated to fill the survey at the beginning of the semester
for the courses he attended in the previous semester. In a survey he
answers series of targeted questions to point out what needs to
improved and what is good in the subject, teacher and the methodology
applied, grading the answer from 1- worst to 5-excellent.

If teachers grade are below 2.5, than a serious changes need to be
implemented, and we should consider the correction of teaching
approach as the content of the subject.

When the statistics for the specific teacher and are ready every teacher
gets his results in the form:





Surveys filled by Graduated Students are also a very good marker for
improving. Students who graduated from I or II cycle studies are
surveyed for the Entire Study program.

In this survey opposite to the students survey there are a number of
suggestions that students can answer or suggest in a free form. From
these answers we get a lot of good ideas how we can be better in
various ways, and we can attend to students needs more in details.

One difficulty is that this survey is optional and based on the good will of
the students and some times the number of surveyed student isn’t
enough to form an accurate statistical picture of what “needs to be done”
for improvement.



Since majority of these students, when surveyed are already working in
companies they are asked to try assess their acquired competencies and
abilities and how they can apply them directly in their working place.

This is the most important part of this survey and it has most influence
on changes that happen in study program.

At the end we get results in form of statistical report:







Surveys filled by Legal subjects – companies tell us what is the
situation on the labor market. Also this survey is free will based and
some times in can be very good marker what types of Engineer we want
to produce and also if there is a need to change something in the study
program.

Sometimes some specific education in needed form some wanted jobs
and we can get feedback from these surveys in which direction to
specialize students.

But we need to be very careful for it can be also very misleading
depending of the variety of types of companies we have surveyed.

In the following survey we got answers from companies who were in the
business of project designing, building objects, hydrotechnical works,
public companies….



In the following survey we got answers from companies who were in the
business of project designing, building objects, hydrotechnical works,
public companies….
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